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county; Owen N. Marron of Albuquerque, Bernalillo county; Sixto Chavez
of El Rito.Rio Arriba county; ManChaves
uel G. Praxede. of Roswell,
county.
Examination of Insurance Companies.
Peter A. M. Lienau, deputy in the
office of Insurance Commissioner Ja- cobo Chaves, has returned from a
trip during which he examined the Na
tional Life Association of Des Moines
Iowa, and the North American Accident Insurance Company of Chicago
and the latter has been' admitted to
do business in New Mexico in his report Everywhere in insurance circles, even in New York, there is nothing but praise for the manner in
which the New Mexico insurance department is conducted.

Hied sun tor uivorce.
Suit for divorce was filed today in
the district court ifor San Juan county
by Bessie Williams vs. James P. Williams. The couple were married on
Christmas day, 1907, at Aztec. On
September 18, 1909, Williams was
sentenced to three years in the penitentiary for robbing the postoffice at
La Plata and for that reason the petitioner asks for divorce and restoration of her maiden name Bessie MorHydrographic Survey.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan and his office force have just
completed the report to the district
court for Colfax county, the Rayado
hydrographic survey and the report
thereon which is to be the basis of
an adjudication of water rights asked
for by the Farmers' Development Company. The survey is a most complete
an oppnrntA niece of work. It gives
the measurement of the flow of the
ditcn-e- s
Rayado at. various points ; of all
taken out of the river, the inflow
and outflow of each being carefully
measured with weirs and these rec
ords checked up by experienced technical men of the engineer's as well
as U. S. Geological Survey. The report covers forty closely typewritten
pages and gives a general description of conditions along the river, the
sources of supply, such as snow,
springs, rainfall. Each ditch is separately described, also the acreage
cultivated and not cultivated, showing
that the duty of water in the Rayado
system is fairly good. All water filings, about twenty in all, under the
laws of 1905 and 1907 are given in detail. There are 2,017.64 acres under
ditch that are not being 'cultivated,
and 1,567.75 acres that are irrigated;
of these latter 473 acres are in alfalfa,
436 in meadow, 412 in oats and 114 in
corn. Fifteen full sheet maps made
in the office of the territorial engineer
and checked over by his assistant C.
D. Miller who spent two weeks in the
field on this work,' accompany the report, which makes a valuable contribution to the irrigation data of the Territory and follows close upon the
completion of the important Hondo
survey.
Superintendent of Public Instruction J. E. Clark on Saturday evening
addressed a rousing educational meeting at Cimarron, Colfax county. During the afternoon a convention of the
teachers of the county was held and
Raton sent a special excursion train
with a hundred passengers. Superintendent Clark yesterday met Prof. R.
H. Pettingill, the famous educator, at
Raton, and started with him on his
educational tour. ,
The department of education reports that the public school at
Velarde, Rio Arriba county, had to be
closed on account of the prevalence of
smallpox at Abiquiu and Velarde.
,
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P. Introduced in House With Re-

The appointment of District Attorney E. C. Abbott to be judge of the
territorial supreme court leaves a vacancy in the district attorneyship
which Governor Mills expects to fill
at an early date. The two avowed
candidates are Assistant District Attorney Charles C. Catron and Attorney E. P. Davies but there are also
one' or two dark horses in the field.
Notaries Public Appointed.
Governor Mills today appointed the
following notaries public Olive Berlin of Obar, Quay county; Alfred B.
Ward, of Animas, Grant county; BenUnion
jamin A. Crane of Clayton,

rison.
Rayado
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BY GREAT APPLAUSE GHATS WITH VICTOR EMANUEL

Senator Is'Temporary Chairman Must Have Been a Mighty Pleasin
of Indiana Republican State
ant Day for

commendation of Committee
on Agriculture.
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, April 5. Again, when
the statehood bill was called on the
calendar, Senator Bois, of Idaho, asked what right Senator Beveridge had
to take the statehood report to Indiana to revise and change it to suit
himself instead of letting it go to the
printer in the regular order. Senator
Hale of Maine, made an attempt to
defend Beveridge in his action. A
Democratic member said that he understood it that Beveridge wanted to
make his report a plank in the Indiana state Republican platform. There
was laughter and merriment in the
Senate, press and other galleries. Beveridge, by his action, is causing
strong sentiment in the Senate, and
the Senate is anything but friendly to

Makes an Impassioned Har- - Admired the Evolutions
angue Against Aldrich-Payn- e
King's Cuirrassiers
Tariff Bill
or Body Guard

nt

Convention
Indianapolis,

April

5.

Rome.
When Sena- -

tor Beveridse, in a speech as tempor- ary chairman of the Republican state
convention today declared his antag- to the new tariff law, he was
greeted by great applause. Repeat- ins as his text: "I could not stand for
it then and I cannot stand for it now,"
Senator Beveridge made an impassion- -

mm

defense of his action in voting
tariff bill.
against the Payne-Aldric"Like President Taft, I wanted free
iron ore, of which we have the greatest deposit on earth, and which the
steel trust chiefly controls," he said.
"Like President Taft I wanted many
raw materials that need no protection put on the free list, yet only
one was so treated." "Like President
Taft, I wanted the ancient woolen
schedule reduced. It gives to the
woolen trust unfair control and raises the price and reduces the weight of
the people's clothing. From a few
if any of the decreases do the people
get any benefit. I was for the law
that would have protected the wages
of every workingman in Indiana and
yet enabled that working man to get
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Bill.
Substitute
Washington, April 5. A substitute
bill, incorporating only the
E. C. ABBOTT.
provisions of the old bill relating to
Appointed Judge for the Fourth District
cotton exchanges, was introduced in
the House today, by Chairman Scott
of the committee on agriculture after
Edmund Clarence Abbott, colonel of and make the law his profession. After his clothing and creature comforts
an agreement to approve this measure the First Regiment of Infantry, Na leaving college he entered diligently cheaper. And such a law could have
had been reached by the
tional Guard of New Mexico, district upon the study of his profession, and been written. It shall be written."
attorney of the fifth district, repre was soon admitted to the bar, since Beveridge Dodges Prohibition Issue.
Indicted for Libel.
There is. a strong element demand- senting Santa Fe, Taos and Torrance. which time he has been in the active
Washington, April 5. John A. Pen-to- counties, and who represented Taos practice of law at Trinidad, and, for ing that the local option law, which
of Cleveland, secretary of the county in the 34th Legislative Assem the past four years, has resided in uie was passed by the Republicans at a
Merchant Marine League of the Unit- bly, is a native of Glenwood, Iowa, Red River section of Taos county special session of the legislature be
ed. States was arrested on an indict-- born there
August 8, 1871, , Itt487? hTs where he has larga mining and mer- endorsed, but it is the plan of the
meut charging libel as he stepped family moved to Newton, Kansas;
his
divide
friends of Senator Beveridge who will
cantile interests, and which
from the House office building after
time with the practice of his profes- - undoubtedly be in control of the
ms
euucauuH was receiveu
caiij
testifying before the ship subsidy in- the city schools of Sterling, Lyons
vention, to make no mention of it.
vestigating committee.
Mr. Abbott, made a most capable
it is expected that former Governor
and Garden City, Kan. He entered
Ballinger Deaides for . Desert Land the Kansas State Agricultural College and painstaking member of the legis- - j j. Frank Hanly, who called the special
Claimants.
in 1890, graduating with high honors lative assembly. He was a leader on session of the legislature that enacted
Washington, April 5. Secretary of three years later. At this institution the floor of the House, chairman of the option measure will lead the fight
the Interior Ballinger has issued a he rose to the rank of major of thelthe. committee on the judiciary and for an endorsement of it
decision allowing settlers to prove up cadet battalion wnicn by law was at-- - several otner
important commiuees, For Mon.partiSan Tariff Commission.
desert claims upon showing that one- - tached to the state militia under the was quick to see a legislative point,
in(j. April 5. The
has
been nisu ucuuii 01 aiJLuiu Hi. a. rvuiLuu, and make the most of it, and made a in(jianap0iis
eighth of the acreage
platform
ignores the Payne- adopted
brought under cultivation. This rul- 23d United States infantry. He was record of which he and his many Aldrich tariff
law, and declares for a
ing overturns a decision by Commis- ireared in a legal atmosphere, his friends may well feel proud.
law and declared that
tariff
protective
sioner Dennett of the general land father being a prominent attorney and
Colonel Aboott has always been a conditions demands
the immediate
must
have
settlers
esoffice, holding that
Ifor several successive terms judge loyal Republican and has shown
a
of
creation
permanent
genuine,
culall acreage on their claim under
of the
judicial district pecial interest in the National Guard.
tariff commission."
tivation before proving up. This de- in Kansas. Early in life he chose to He was colonel on Governor Curry's
cision involves a large number of set- follow in the footstens of his father staff.
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tlers in New Mexico.
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-Kins Victor Em- Rome, April
manuel called on Mr. Roosevelt at th
Litter's hotel Beausiie this morning,
Some time was spent in animated
versation. Following the chat, the
king and Mr. Roosevelt entered his
majesty's motor car and paid a visic
10 the barracks of the Cuirrassiers,
the Royal Body Guard. The Curras-esiers executed a series of maneuvers
for the former president, who was
much pleased.
Roosevelt Rebukes Zealots.
Ambassador Leishman had arranged
a reception at the American embassy
in order that Mr. Roosevelt
might
meet the Americans of Rome regardless of their religious faith. The ap- pearance, however, of Dr. Tipple's
statement, displeased many American
Catholics, who forthwith manifested
an intention of staying away from the
reception if the Methodists of the
represented by Dr. Tipple
were to be presented.
The matter
was carried to Mr. Roosevelt who after hearing both sides, promptly asked Mr. Leishman to cancel the whole
affair. The sensation caused by the
determination of Mr. Roosevelt not
to be received by the Pope on the
terms made by Cardinal Marry Del
Val continues unabated.
The press
today is filled with columns on the
subject. The papers of all shades of
political opinion, with the exception
of the clerical organ, support Mr.
Roosevelt's
attitude. Some violent
sheets are trying to

J

j
i

anti-cleric-

demonarouse a great
stration, to be made at the railway
station when Mr. Roosevelt leaves the
city on Wednesday night. None of
these partisan movements has the
anti-cleric-

sympathy of Mr. Roosevelt, who is exceedingly put out that a personal incident should have incited an' exhibition of that very religious hostility
which he so greatly deprecated.
Reprehensible Religious Squabble.
Rome, April 5. Mr. Roosevelt today called off the reception to the
members of the American colony set
for tomorrow night. This action can
be traced directly to an issuance yes
terday of a statement by Rev. B. M.

OUTRAGE IN TEXAS.

odist church, in which the latter made
a bitter attack on the Catholic church.
Apparently Mr. Roosevelt does not
Mob
a
and
Murdered
Jail
Breaker
by
ELECTION
MANY
propose to be used by any one to the
His Son Also Hanged But Cut
disparagement of any one else, for
Down Before Death Ensued.
this morning he requested Ambassanot to hold the recepONE
A
CLOSES
ELECTIONS TODAY Houston, Texas, April 5. After a dor Leishman for
Dr.
tion planned
Wednesday.
sensational escape from jail, Frank
called on Mr. Roosevelt yesTipple
Eates, was lynched by hanging in jail
and the latter made a public
at Centerville last night. Dolly Bates, terday
and
New
Auto
State
York
of
Local
Illinois
In
statement which lifted the Vatican
Carriage
SuperintenAlthough
Question
his son, was also strung up, but cut
out of the realm of personal
dent of Banking Cheney
Wheels Tore up the Dust
down before life was extinct. The episode
Option Is Up in Two
it a
and
significance.
gave
two Bates were ring leaders in a jail
All Day Long
Takes Charge
"Mr. Roosevelt has struck a blow for
Hundred Towns
delivery.
They both were wounded, twentieth century Christianity," said
ns was jailer St. John. All of the jail
Dr. Tipple. "Representatives of two
breakers were recaptured.
CLOSED ARE ASSETS
ARE
GRAY
WOLVES
CHIGAGO
FIGHTS
great republics have been the ones
QUESTIONABLE?
to put the Vatican where it belongs.
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world-wid-

ACROSS CONTINENT

Heavy Voting Early in Day Former Comptroller of Currency Local Issues of More Importance
Grout of New York is
A few Arrests
Than Party Lines in Most
Made.
President
Instances.
Today the city election is being
held in Santa Fe, from 9 o'clock this
morning when the polls were opened
until 6 o'clock tonight, when they will
be closed.
With the exception of a few untoward events, the day has been a
quiet and orderly one. All the sa
loons were closed and the soda foun
taains did a good business.
As far as can he ascertained a
heavy vote was cast early in the day.
Many conjectures were made as to the
outcome and many jokes were passed
about betting on favored candidates.
Some facetious citizens handed out
tickets to ladies asking them to vote
and telling them how they should
vote, One man said he did this because of the woman suffrage question
and that today is a good day for teaching the fair sex how to handle the

tickets.

Scratching Tickets.
From all accounts there has been
much scratching of the tickets in the
various wards, and the victory of
either party hangs In the balance. It
is said that the fiTst ward has given
both parties much concern and all
NINTH OFF FOR MANILA.
iSan Francisco, April 5. On board kinds of estimates have been made as
the transport Sherman, which has just to the final result there.
been rebuilt by the government at a
The Republican party was promicost of $300,000, the Ninth infantry nent in its carriage system and its
sails today for the PhiliDDines. For ticket was w4lf'advertisedl-'blarge
the last three years the Ninth has letters on white bunting tacked to the
meeu siaiioneu at if ori sam Houston,
tear San Antonio, Texas.
(Continued on
Page Eight.)

New York, April 5. The doors of
were
the Union Bank of Brooklyn
closed this morning. The bank has
seven branches. O. H. Cheney, state
superintendent of banks, has taken
The assets and liabilities
charge.
were not made known.
According to Superintendent Cheney the bank "is In an unsafe condition
because of certain of its assets of a
character for which the present management is not responsible." Edward
M. Grout, former comptroller of currency in New York, is president of
the bank. It has a capitalization of
a million and deposits of five

5. One of the most
aldermanic elections in
Chicago's history is being held today.
The regulation of the prices of gas
and telephone .service and the construction of a passenger subway will
be among the questions to be settled
by the next council and the reform
organizations are putting forth every
effort to defeat the
"Gray
Wolves.". MoTe'thaa " two hundred
cities and towns in Illinois outside of
Chicago are voting on local option.

Chicago, April

important

.

Wisconsin.
Milwaukee, ApVii 5. The municipal elections are being held throughout Wisconsin today. In many places
the "wet" or "dry" issue is before the
WOOL MARKET IS
people.
RATHER STAGNANT.
Colorado Voting Too.
Dienver, Aptril'''?. Municipal elecDeclines to 27 Cents In Fine With tions are being held today in a number of cities and towns in Colorado.
Some Sales of Quarter-Bloo- d
The saloon is the issue in many inat 30.
stances and party lines are being disBoston, Mass., April 5. The local regarded.
Twenty Counties Voted Dry.
wool market is quiet and featureless,
April 5. The complete reDetroit,
with declining values. It is a buyer's turns
from
local option
market, and prices vary daily, al- elections in yesterday's
thirty-si- x
show
counties
though large holders refuse as yet to that twenty' counties voted
and
"dry"
make concessions. The decline in ter sixteen "wet."
ritory is more noticeable than in other j
Kansas City Election Important.
lines. Staple is selling at 40 cents,
Kansas City, Mo., April 5. As a
scoured compared with 72 in January. straw to show which way the political
There is little - demand for fleece wind is 'blowing, today's municipal
wools. A further break reported in fine election in Kansas City looms up as of
a decline to 27 cents with some sales national Importance. Leaders of both
at 30. Pulled wool parties are working hard today t
of quarter-bloo- d
is dull, but foreign products is fairly
active.
(Continued on Paee Eight.- -

e

The Vatican is incompatible with ReTO DEBATE. publican principles.
This is a bitter
dose for patriotic Catholics in AmeriLos Angeles, Cal., April 5. After ca to swallow."
one of the longest trips ever made by
"I wonder how many more does this
a college debating team, the orators sort take befor.e, they will revolt.
of Cornell University Ithaca, N. Y., Roman Catholicism
is the uncomwill meet the champion
promising foe of freedom. The world
of the University of southern Cali- advances but the Vatican never."
fornia this evening. The commission Methodists
Approves
system of municipal government is
Attitude.
The
the subject under discussion.
N. Y., April 5. ForBinghampton,
Cornell men will have all expenses
action in
Roosevelt's
mer
President
s
of the sum , having
paid,
meet
under
to
any
the
pope
declining
univerbeen guaranteed by the local
received the approval yessity and one-thirby the Cornell restrictions,
terday of the annual session of the
Alumni of southern California.
Wyoming conference of the Methodist
Episcopal church when the following
OLD NEW YORKERS TO DINE.
cablegram was sent to Colonel Roosevelt in pursuance of a resolution inNew York, April 5. Gotham now troduced
by Rev. J. H. Race, president
has an old settlers" society and the
of Chattanooga university:
800 members are just as chesty about
Coloner Theodore Roosevelt,
their home town as any native son
Rome.
of California, or North Dakota. The
conference of the Meth"Wyoming
Society of Old New Yorkers is the odist
Episcopal church, in session at
name of the organization, which will
N. Y., April 4, 1910,
Binghampton,
itshold
annual banquet tonight. The
the courteous, courobject of the body is to bring togeth- heartily endorse
er old residents of Manhattan who ageous and eminently American spirit
now live in Brooklyn, the Bronx, Stat-er- i manifested toward the Vatican, as
Island an dother distant sections conveyed in the Associated Press cablegrams of this date, thus associatof the greater city.
ing the names of Roosevelt and FairCLUBWOMEN IN SLANDER SUIT. banks' as splendid samples of Amer
ican courtesy, magnanimity and patri- Providence, R. I., April 5. A suit otsm."
which has set sister against sister Roman Newspapers Criticize Meirry
and divided the clubwomen of the enDel Val.
tire state into hostile camps is set
Rome, April 5. COmmenlfrg
n
for trial in the superior court. Mrs. Mr. Roosevelt's cancelled
audience
Katherine Anne Hayden of Providence with the Pope, the Giornale D'ltalia,
accuses Mrs. Gertrude S. Hasbrouck, the organ of
Sonnin, says
of Coventry, 'of slander and asks
that the incident between the Spanish
as balm for her wounded feelings. papal secretary of state and the ex- Both litigants are prominent in Rhode
Island club affairs.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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dreaming,

Xo time to drone or loiter on the
way.
With opportunity each day is teeming,
That, till you deign to waken, will

not stay.

Established 1856.

Made to
Measure

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
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THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
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Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
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Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,
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Denver, Colo., April 5. Fore- - X
cast for New Mexico: Fair to- - X
night with frost and not so X
fair and X
cold.
Wednesday
S
warmer.

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

BROS. COMPANY

Death of Gregorio Ruiz The death
nf Oreeorio Ruiz is reported at Las
Vegas.
Married Miss
Couple
Popular
Adela Romero and Jnnencio Lucerc
were married at Las Vegas on Monday.
Jackson Found Guilty Newton L.
Jackson was found guilty of assault
on S. 1. Amdursky in district court at
Raton.
Herd Law Wins at Naravisa The
herd law carried in the Naravisa precinct. Quay county, last week, by a
vote of 114 to 35.
Assessor Arrested Again Assessor
Lucas Maestas of Mora county, was
at Mora charged with the
murder of Ricardo Lobato. The complaint, however, was withdrawn and
Maestas was released. Agustin Harmon has been in jail some time
charged with the murder.
Arrested for Murder ''Further investigation of the cause of the death
of Max Martinez, whose body was
found in his well at Ranchito last Saturday resulted in the arrest of Celina
Martinez and Abel Tnvjillo as perpetrators of a crime. Their examination
was held before Justice Espinosa on
Monday and both were bound over to
the grand jury under $500 ban." Taos
Valley Xews.

Sad Tidings for Mr. Hamill H. C.
Ha null of the Federal land omce,

Made to

Ladies Garments

Measure-

-

Suits, Skirts, Jackets, Capes,
Auto Coats, Rain Coats, Riding
Habits and One Piece Dresses.

j

Every garment made to

the sad tidings today that his
mother. Mrs. W. A. Hamill died at
Georgetown, Colorado, where she had
lived the past 35 years and where her
husband, who preceded her to the
grave, had been one of the Republican leaders for many years. Mrs.
Hamill was 72 years of age and had
nine children of whom four survive.
Scenic Highway Snow Bound Parties who tried to dirive up the switchbacks of the Scenic Highway over the
Dalton divide were stalled halfway up
by snow and rock slides.
Freezing Temperature in Effect
The minimum temperature yesterday
was 23 degrees at 3:55 a. m. and the
maximum was 46 degrees. The relative humidity was 35 per cent and the
weather experts say there was a killing frost in effect, but that no deposit
of frost was observed. A year ago
today the maximum was 51 and the
minimum 27 degrees and there was
only 23 per cent of sunshine. There
were sand storms and snow flurries
to make the day exciting.
Do Not Miss the Show Tonight
The New Mexican guarantees that the
operatic performance tonight will surMEXICO HAD LARGE
MINERAL OUTPUT IN 1909. pass all expectations. Santa Fe has
not had so high class a musical treat
since Madame Scalchi was here years
San Antonio,
Texas,
April 5.
ago.
According lo the latest Boletin de
Unveiled Picture of Governor Curry
Estadistica Fiscal, Mexico has had an
With
due ceremony at Clovis, a picminunusually prosperous year in its
eral output. The production of gold ture of Governor Curry was unveiled
in 1909 amounted to $45,015,000
as in the courthouse at Clovis last week.
against $38,096,061 of the previous fis- Chief Justice W. H. Pope made a brilcal year. Other factors were: Silver, liant oration and paid high tribute to
Curry. Judge H. D. Ter$77,110,000;
copper $20,283,000; lead
on behalf of the board
rell
responded
$6,397,000;
iron
zmc,
$1,043,000;
coal $4,400,000;
$1,200,000;
mineral of county commissioners.
Democrats Held Rousing Rally
oil $2,800,000;
other minerals not
The Democrats held a rousing meetclassified, $2,052,158.
This is the best showing ever made ing at the court house last night and
and eloquent speeches were
by Mexico and speaks well for her
ture development.
The mineral
In one speech reference was
sources of the country are as yet made to the Rennblican ratification
hardly touched, it being estimated that meeting of Saturday night and several
less than one per cent of the known of the speakers at that
meeting were
prospects are being worked. Vast, referred to as "office seekers." Among
stretches in the country, especially the
speakers were Judge X. B. Laugh-lin- ,
down the Pacific coast, are still pracFormer Surveyor General Charles
tically unexplored.
F. Easley, Adolph P. . Hill, Arthur
The gold output of Mexico in 1S90
amounted $2,000,000, In 189G, it had Seligman, the Democratic candidate
reached the value of $10,000,000 and for mayor and Probate Clerk George
W. Armijo. Mr. Armijo reiterated
in 1903 it exceeded the sum of
The output of silver in 1909 his former prediction that the first
reached the tremendous total of 2,191,-19- ward would go strong for the Demokilos (1 kilo equals 2.2 lbs.) the cratic party in today's election. Music
largest on irecord. The present de- was furnished at intervals during the
pression in the price of silver, how- rally and it was a late hour when the
ever caused the income for it to show Democrats finally adjourned to quench
a slump of $8,000,000, $S5,446,904 be- their excitement with slumber or at
the bar.
ing realized in 1908.
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Jewelry, Silverware,

MINOR CITY TOPICS

by few;
Heed them, and venture, with no fear
of falling
Don't idly dream, but do!

I

I

substitute.

then alert, for all around you calling
Are voices to press onward, heard

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
CASH PURCHASES
ALL
WITH

Incorporated 1903.

SELIGIN

Be

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST

CALL

Mothers
s,

DON'T DREAM, BUT DO!
(By George Birdseye.)
Don't idly dream; there is no time for

Flour

fill Interest

Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, a Certain relief for Fever-ishnesHeadache, Bad Stomach,
Teething, Disorders, move and reg
ulate the Bowels and destroy Worms.
They break up colds In 24 hours.
They are so pleasant to the taste and
harmless as milk. Children like them.
Over 10,000 testimonials of cures.
They never fail. Sold by all druggists,
25c Asy today. Don t accept any

IBB

Bobolink

So
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Measure of the cloth and in
the style selected and a
FIT GUARANTEED
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PHONE
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P. O. BOX 219

DRY GOODS
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CITY.
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Seeds Seeds

I

CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
ASSORTMENT OP FLOWER
OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALL
KINDS
SEEDS,
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION bETS,
A COMPLETE

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MKRC HAN DISK

fu-llo-

1

ss?

I

436

19

Undertaker and Embalmer
J. D. MULLIGAN

FUNERALS
RESIDENCE
NIGHT PHONE

RED

OFFICE RED
PHONE

188

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

PICTURE

Given Careful
Personal Attention

AND

9

130
DONE.

SATISFACTORILY

GREAT SCARCITY OF CATTLE
CARS; DUE TO RUSH.
San Antonio, Texas, April 5. Rail
roads in these parts are contending
with an almost unprecedentetd scarcity of cattle cars. As a result cattlemen have been greatly inconvenienced through the lack of pasture near
the loading points. The Southern Pacific moved over 300 cars in four days.
It is anticipated that the copious rains
which fell all last week will have a
tendency to counteract the movement
of the stock to the market and the
fattening ranges in north Texas and
Oklahoma.

All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Flour, Hay,

f.

LEO HERSCK

f

Salt and Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE
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DIAMONDS

U

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
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MANUFACTURER OF

flight Prices
Right Good
Right Servleo

MEXICAN FILIGREE

JEWELRY

Cut filafts. China
t.
San
Franelo
L345

HOW'S THISWe offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. i. CHENEY, & CO.. Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken intern
ally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
-

Grain, Potatoes,

t
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"Quality Before Price.

Phone

No.

14.

Wood
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smiibire Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
IONTEZUMA AVENUE
PAPITAI TOAT YARD
rear A. T. & S. F.
Telephone

Depot.
85

Telephone 85

Unsurpassed Chocolates

Ueras

Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
I

FOR SALE
ONLY AT

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

ASK FOR A

sample

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)

Room 19 Oatron Block, Santa, Fe, N. M.
Does a general ABSTRACT

$20,000.00

,

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business

to loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
:
:
at low rate of Interest

'

I

Where else on the face of the Globe you find better Drugs than
those carried by us, our equipment together with experience and
integrity of purpose makes it possible for us to prepare medicines
of a quality unsurpassed by any other Drug Store and which will be
delivered to your door at prices no higher than those charged by others.
f G
PHARMACY
17
11

We have'it.

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

San Antonio,
Texas, April 5
Affirming the decision of Judge Arh
thur Seligson of the
district court, Judge W. S. Fly of the
fourth court of civil appeals has rendered a decision which will force the
city to grant a ttiilding permit to the
Salvation Army for the erection of a
rescue home on River avenue, a thoroughfare in one of the best residence
sections. The decision is partly 'based
on the charter of the organization, issued in the state of New York and
making it a religious, benevolent and
educational institution. Judge Fly
held that the city court could no more
refuse to grant a permit to the Sal
vation Army than it could' withhold
one for the building of a church.
The suit is due to the city refusing
the Salvation Army a building permit
for the erection of a rescue home for
fallen women on a site near a large
public park and a fine residence quarter. Efforts were made by both the
city and the property owners affected
to induce the organization to consider
a more isolated location within the
city limits, but these proved of no
avail.
The case will be taken to the state
supreme court.
If you are in need of anything, try
a New Mexican Want Ad,
i

ha9j"a?Co!

If it's Hardware

WHOLESALE
AfD RETAIL

SALVATION ARMY SUSTAINED
BY COURT CITY LOSES.

No

I

Phone

No.

,

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

30

For the best tools that will hold their edge, come '.to us
.CARPENTERS:
For the best llnishinK hardware that will '.last and be ornaBUILDERS:
ments to your building, come to us,
When you want anything In hardware, come to the
EVERYBODY ;
stoi-that has made its good reputation by selling only goodgoods.
A FULL
LINE of good hose lawn sprinklers and nozzles.

;

PHONE213

m
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General Express Forwarders
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LIVERY STABLE
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one and all expressed their satisfaction in many ways. One man said,
'I'm sorry now I bought a dollar's
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
worth of seed last week.' Another deFRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
clared, 'If Billy Andrews don't get
Editor and President.
Vice President. statehood it won't be his fault,' and a
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasuremotherly lady declared: 'If Delegate
Andrews don't get the best dinner of
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
his life next fall it's either because
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....
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these voters are purchased outright,
but that it takes the expenditure of
funds ranging into the hundreds of
dollars by each side to prepare for
an election and to bring out a full
vote. It is much better, than it used
to lie. but it is sill bad enough.

R.

J, PALO. President.

J. B.

L.

A. HUGHES,

FRANK McKASE, Assistant Cashier

READ, Cashier.

Th e First National Bank
OF SANTA FE.

There is this satisfaction to the taxpayers of Santa Fe, that no matter
which side has won today, the city
will have a progressive administration
as progressive as income and circumstances will permit.

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

$150,000
80.000

-- ,

PROGRESS OF IRRIGATION IN
NEW MEXICO.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
Within the last two years there has Small Holding Claim No. 1421.
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing c'rculatt) J been great activity in our Territory
Serial 012531, Pecos Forest. Not
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
along the lines of irrigation and pow- Coal Land.
er projects. It is conservatively esti- Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
that the Territory has a water
mated
uNioKy)LABcCy
.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 5, 19110.
to
at
least
sufficient
supply
irrigate
Notice is hereby given that the foltwo million acres of land and from
the calculations of water supply and lowing named claimant has filed noties which are not so quoted, when the
BANKING IN EUROPE.
flow of rivers it U estimated that tice of his intention to make final
their value can be ascertained.
one-hal- f
Changes in the fashions ana th
million horse nower can be proof in support of his claim under
All the large London banks, most
16 and 17 of the act of March
Holiday
extension of the week-engenerated from its waters. At pres- sections
3,' 1891 (26 Stats., S54); as amended
Qf tlej, Scotch, and some of the Irish
enhave their effect, as well as import- banks haVe accounts with the Bank ent, there are very few irrigation
in oper- by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
ant financial transactions, upon the of
banks terprises and power projects
Provincial
England..
English
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
changes of. the bank note circulation and branches of "London banks in ation owing to the fact that the. re- be made before
Register and Receiver
This appears with other towns where
of England.
the Bank of England sources of this Territory have' hot at Santa Fe, N. M., on April 21, 1910,
in
latest
the
interesting information
has branches have local accounts with heretofore been developed. However, viz: Mariano Quintana, heir of Isidro
of the publications of the National the bank. The relation of the joint-stoc- k within the last two years there have
Quintana, of Rowe, N. M., for the W
Monetary Commission, which will be
banks to the Bank of England been filed applications for permits to
NE
NW
Sec. 28, NB
issued this week. This publication was discussed
with appropriate water on over three hun- Sec. 29, SE
SE 4 of Sec. 20, T.
candidly
differs from any of the others thus far members of thevery
commission by Sir dred projects varying in size from a 16 N., R. 13 E.. N. M. P. M., containput forth by the commission in that Felix Schuster, Bart, governor of the small ditch to a very large irrigation
160 acres.
instead of being a monograph on a Union of London and Smiths banks. project. Of these projects the filings ing
He
names the following witnesses
single subject it consists, as its title It was pointed out that the joint-stocindicate an intended area to be irri- to
his actual continuous adon
prove
the
"'interviews
of
banking
shows,
banks did not lean quite so much up- gated of nearly four million acres. verse
of
and currency systems
possession of said tract for
England, on the central bank as was the case Thus, it is
readily seen that some of twenty years next preceding the surFrance, Germany, Scotland and Italy." on the
the vey of the township, viz.:
continent, but that they kept the projects have
In the form of question and answer
balances at the Bank of water supply or the duty of water.
their
cash
Cleofes Garcia, Calletano Garcia, of
the salient facts about the banking
England and would look to it in case However, there are a great many very
N. M.; Vicente Quintana and
system of each country are developed of emergency.
Rowe,
Discussing the actual fine projects.
with a clearness of detail intelligible
Antonio
Roibal, of Pecos, N. M.
of the Bank of England at
The climatic conditions are such
to the average reader, whiie at the position
center of the system, Sir Felix
Any person wno desires to protest
the
same time technically sufficient for made
that the Territory, with the exception against the allowance of said proof,
these observations:
of a few places, is adapted to the rais or who knows of
the banking expert. Especially interany substantial rea
Bank of England is the cen"The
esting is the exhibit regarding the tral reservoir of the whole banking ing of fruits. The large amount of sun- son under the laws and regulations of
English system. It was stated by the system of the
United Kingdom. shine gives to the fruit a splendid the Interior Department why such
officers of the Bank of England, in the
Through their holding the balances of color while the cool nights that are proof should not be allowed will be
interview conducted under the direc- the joint-stocthe Territory given an opportunity at the
banks' of the clearing- prevalent throughout
tion of Senator Aldrich, chairman of house
e
time and place to
and the government, hardens the fruit, making it a good
banks,
the commission, that there has been balances, of course
the witnesses of said claimant
have obtain- keeper and a good shipper.
they
a steady decrease of late years in the ed
One of the best irrigation projects and to offer evidence in rebuttii
of
very great power, and they can
volume of business conducted in Lon- control
ad- in the Territory is
known as the that submitted by claimant.
the
market
by
withholding
don on Saturdays, and the amount of
MANUEL R. OTERO,
vances, by fixing their rates, by bor- Hagerman canal which takes water
the notes withdrawn from the bank on rowing from
the market when they out of the Hondo river and irrigates
Register.
that day is now, as a general rule, feel inclined to do so.
ten
thousand
acres
nearly
lyPractically
of
land
very much less than on the other days
have the whole control of the ing near the banks of the Pecos river
of the week.
The balance outstand- they
If you want anything on eartn try
money market in their hands, and in the southeastern part of the Terriing at the close of the day generally they are also in touch with general tory. Under
a New Mexican Want Ad.
this
irrigation project
shows, therefore, a material shrink- movements that are
taking place. the farmers are all very prosperous as
age.
can
They
judge better than anybody
get high returns for the produce
On Mondays notes are withdrawn else from the state of the balances they
raised.
to the proThey are
orin larger quantities than usual in
of the joint-stocbanks how trade is duction of alfalfa catering
and fruit, alfalfa
der to replenish tills' after the reduc- in the country, whether there is a
tion in the amounts held on the pre- large demand for money, whether yielding from three to five tons per
SHOP
vious Saturday, whilst on Fridays, those balances show a tendency to acre and sold in the market from ten
to fifteen dollars per ton. The oralso, the withdrawals are above the shrink, or whether they show a tendFor
years the only
principally apples, net up into
average to meet the demands occa- ency to accumulate.
It is gener- chards,
class
first
tonsorial parlor
the
hundreds
of
dollars
as
acre
sioned by weekly payments, such
per
ally assumed that in times of trouble where
are
in
Fe.
they
cared
for.
wages, etc.
properly
it is the duty of the Bank of England
The duty of water under this canal
The increased total at the close of to grant accommodation to solvent
OUR NEW PITCH
system last season was two hundred
ofto
each quarter is occasioned by with- parties who have-gooTREATMENT
security
drawals to meet payments due on the fer. The Bank of England does not and sixteen acres per one acre foot of
is
water
used, thus, the use of the water
guaranteed to cure, (not ouly
such a duty,
four quarter days, Lady Day, Midsum- openly acknowledge
which has never been officially im- is fairly good. The canals and laterals relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
mer, Michaelsmas, and Christmas.
of this project when first constructed other scalp irritations. "We also
The large total at the beginning of posed upon it, but it has always acted
leaked very badly subbing out consid- carry a
complete line of all the
August of late years generally the up to it."
erable
land the first one or two years popular hair and facial tonics.
to
due
maximum for the year is
withdrawals for holiday and harvest MclNTOSH TRULY GRATEFUL FOR that it was used, but since the canals
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & HTCH
have been sealed by the silt that was
FAVORS.
purposes, whilst the low figures which
BATHS BATHS BATHS
inti- carried in the water it is estimated
usually occur in the middle of Febru
The Homeland at Mcintosh
that
less
tern
than
to
cent
be
the
absence
is
attributed
lost in
per
ary may
mates that the people of its bailiwick
of any holiday demand and to the fact are not like some others who receive the canal and the land that was
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
that reaction after Christmas, coupled favors as a matter of course or even thought to be ruined is gradually be- Phone
us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
with the comparative absence of visit- "knock' the donor, but are truly grate- ing reclaimed and is making some of
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
ors to London, causes the retail trade ful for attentions from their Congress- the best farms under the system.
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
There are a great many good proto be less active than in the second man.
All work is guaranteed; your
Says the Homeland,:
and fourth quarters.
socks are mended and buttons
"Soon after starting the Homeland jects and, of course, a large number
of
poor projects that are trying to be
sewed on you shirts, without
The conferences brought out the we wrote to Hon. W. H. Andrews, New
extra charge.
fact that the Bank of England, con- Mexico's delegate at Washington, ask- promoted at present. Within the last
trary to most banking institutions, is ing him to get all the seeds possible few months there has been consider- PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
organized upon the principle of "One for our people. We did not put up a able activity in several valleys in the
man, one vole," instead of giving hard luck story or claim that our fash- Territory towards irrigation by .pumpvotes to shareholders in proportion ionable
ing from the underflow. The princibelles, who wear the most
to their stock holdings. It is necespal valleys having a large underflow
hats, were starving, nor that
sary, however, for a proprietor, as our tailor built farm lads needed gov are the Portales, Melrose, Estancia,
Mimbres and the Alamogordo
shareholders are called, to have 500 ernment
valleys.
aid; but we did mention to In
of stock in order to have a vote, and
some of these valleys
was
they wish to
our
if
there
any have a
delegate that
as the stock is quoted at about 267
centrally located gas producer
Estan-ci- a
the market value of the amount re- thing good and free, the brave
power
for pumping water while
plant
deserved
their
valley farmers
in others they are figuring on
quired to give a vote is about $6,500.
we
pumpwe
Also
share.
that
suggested
There is no limit to the number of
ing water from water
In many
shares which may be held by any one be given the apportionment of govern places the fall of the power.
river is so great
conperson, but added holdings do not ment seeds from the sidewalk
that the power generated from a
York
New
of
and
gressmen
Chicago
increased
give
voting power. There
given amount of water is sufficient to
are at present about 10,000 proprie- to send out to our people on the
pump several times the amount of wators, and they are authorized to elect
ter used in generating power. "
evi
"This
Andrews
Congressman
to
they, governor and directors and
makejfby-law- s
'Where, prices are lowest
for the conduct of the dently did for we were surprised and
The appointment of District Attors
are not re- delighted to receive a two bushel mail
bank, provided the
ney E. C. Abbott
pugnant to the laws of the Kingdom. sack full of garden seeds last Thurs- bench in New to the supreme court
for sale quality"
Mexico is pleasing in
The chief legal restriction upon the day evening. These 1500 packets of
to
the
general
of
New
Mexico
people
character of the directorate is that good seeds were worth $100 at our
and to the
they must be "natural-borsubjects market price, and thus our farmers ganization inRepublican party and orOne Resolution to Make
of England or naturalized," but in ac- are that much ahead and they now
particular. it means
tual practice the selection is confined have $100 cash to spend for the nec- than another clean, able, active judge
to those who are or have been mem- essities of life to aid them in their bat- has been placed on the bench and that
at the same time that the
bers of mercantile or financial houses, tle of the pioneer.
principle
What other 19l0Resolu
of
home rule has been recognized
excluding bankers, brokers, bill disby
"Considering the fact that there is
tion youmay make
counters, or directors of other banks not a busier man in America than our the Taft administration. Judge E. C.
in
Abbott,
the United Kingdom. delegate, for we guess every town in
(New Mexico now has two Aboperating
Resolve now that you will
botts
a
There is no inspection or actual su- New Mexico,
except Mcintosh, has soundsand Pope on its bench, which
rather ecclesiastical) was repervision by the government, but the sent him an amendment to the state
trade at KAUNE & OO. the
bank is required to furnish weekly hood
all our people highly appre- commended by Delegate
Andrews,
coming year.? It Is a resolustatements of its position. Although ciate bill,
his thoughtful kindness in re Governor Mills and his predecessor,
in your own Interest, for'
tion
the bank exercises great power over
by National Committeeman Solomon
the London money market, its branch- membering them so bountifully, just Luna, Chairman H, O, Bursum
means
the best possible
It
and
es are limited to 112 in London and at the time, too, that money and gar- other . members
table supplies at lowest posof the organization
den
were
abundant
seeds
hut
scarce,
9 In the provinces.
moisture, together with genial sun- and his appointment is therefore highsible prices.
The Bank of England does not make shine, prompts all rural mankind to ly acceptable to the party.
such a specialty of discounting bills
up the earth and drop seeds therefor small amounts as is the case at dig
in.
Yesterday was an unfortunate day
the Bank of France and the Imperial
for probate judges in New
Think It over-ls- n't
KAUNE
a
fortunate
these
"By
circumstance,
Mexico.
Bank of Germany. The average perin One was horsewhipped and another
came
of
seed
generous
gifts
Co,
store
for you
the
just
logical
iod of maturity of bills discounted is
fell out of his buggy and broke two
X910.
from forty to fifty days, but upon the the nick of time, and the next day we
to
patronize through
distributed them to the large crowd ribs. It was also unfortunate for at
average their size was estimated by
one
least
that
at
Homeland
of
the
probate
clerk
who
owes his
congregated
the officers at about
1,000. Two
to the Republicans and yet, last
British, names are required upon a bill fice to attend the irrigation meeting, job
discounted, one of which must be the who, when the care and forethought night addressed a Democratic mass
acceptor, and four months is fixed as of our busy delegate was explained to meeting for the Democratic ticket and
the maximum maturity except in a them, joined in adopting a roaring today carried his ward for the
few cases, where six months are al- resolution of 'thanks to Hon. W.
& COMPANY
lowed. The various classes of mark- H. Andrews for remembering so genThere is one regrettable feature
etable securities quoted on the Lon- erously the hard worked housewives
don Stock Exchange, with the excep- and farmers of this new, pioneer com about elections in Santa Fe that it
takes large funds to make Impressions
tion of mining shares, are accepted, munity.'
arft! also, with discretion, good securi
"The people were well 'pleased and on a large floating vote. Not that
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys , and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by.; any money transmiting agency public or
private. .. Interest allowed on tim! deposits at the rate of three
percentperannumVo'n six. months.', or years' timev Liberal
advances made on consignments 'of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the hanking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicited.
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over-estimate- d

PALACE HOTEL

""""""

mi

piiiMii

iii

Minim

'

above-mentione-

k

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of the Best

Hotels in the West

Cuisine and
Table Service

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

d

Unex

cross-examin-

celled

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

,

fr""

WASHINGTON AVENUE
AMERICAN AND

")

KERR'S

k

HOTEL

PLAZA BARBER

J. E. LACOME,

i3

Proprietor

aanta

HS. KAUNE

&Co.

GROCERS

n

H. S. KAUNE

;

PHONE 26

,

Commodious Sample Room
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric

FIRST CLASS CAFE

Lighted, Every Room

IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

PRESS THE BUTTON WE

DO

THE REST.,"

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If you drop in at S o'cloci you can get a hot

We Are
Now

supper ready to eat and you will not.iave to

wait.

Serving

Our increasing patronage is the
best proof that we merit yours.

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPEProprietor

RATES

41.00

A DAY AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW, MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE in
the Oity in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor. Special attention given' to traveling
men
Give us a trial if you want first class service.
,

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM- -

HERE IS A VERY

GREGG

EXCEPTIONAL

Prop- -

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRJCE
BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA FE
Don't

Excellent Assortments of

to

Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placques
All Kinds of Drawn Work
Leather Pillows Tops

Fail

Call

and

Inspect

Many.
other
articles

that ;
attract
.1

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
JV S, C A N D E LA R I O Proprietor
301-30- 3

San Francisco fct.

,

Santa Fe, N , M.

IF

mi

TUESbAY,

CROSS TME STREAK
11VE15ITY m A

PERSONAL MENTION

POLITICAL
MUDDLE, BUT WE CAN SOLVE THE
HOUSEFURNISHING PROBLEM.

AtCBWMTp',

We have the following articles at exceedingly low
prices, for immediate acceptance. These articles
will not last long; the choicest articles always
go first so come early

START
IT MOW

TRUST

(Established 1882)

REAL ESTATE - INSURANCE

Modern Houses for RENT and SALE;
Fruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
We have everything in the above lines.

THE

St.

For full particulars call or
address the above company

Phone. Red Ho. 189

Wagner Undertaking Establishment

FINE LINE OF

also Dealers in Furniture.
FOR THE HOUSE

(frg

'

22.00

"

"

"

15. CO

"

"

Chairs at

All kinds of furnishings from chinaware to stoves, and
ranges," u; Also a tiae assortment of desks, chairs, table
for the babies.
and hat racks. Wagner folding
They are GRE T!!
go-car-ts

Look over our stock and see if there isn't
something to interest you.

Ornamental Doors.

8QO

Cane bottom,

regular

Golden
value

3.C0

Oak,

at....

1.75

One Reed Rocker regular G.20
value

A. M. Emerson, representing the
Remington Typewriter Company, is
calling on the trade in the city.
Peter A. M. Lienau has returned
home from a very enjoyable trip to

400

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO,

RESOLVED
THAT NOW

MARKET REPORT

Mrs. Nicaso C. de Baca, wife of a
prominent merchant of Las Vegas, is
visiting her sister, Mrs, Louise E. Ala-riMiss Ruth Wagner, of Cincinnati,
O., and Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Kennedy,
of Los Angeles, are sightseers in the
city.
Veer Boyle, clerk in the office of
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien is at
his post of duty again after serious
illness.
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Snyder, of Pueblo, Colo., are at the Palace. It is
said that Mrs. Snyder intends to make
Santa Fe her home.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward, A. White and
child, of the Valley Ranch, are at
Gregg's. Mr. White formerly lived in
Philadelphia and is a wealthy tourist.
Former Territorial Treasurer John
H. Vaughn is home from a lengthy
trip
to Washington, New York and other
eastern points where he hobnobbed
with financiers and statesmen of national fame.

4.25

Mahogany finish, regular 4.75

1200
8 00

Des Moines, Chicago and New York.
C. H. Modes, of Denver, and H. C.
Applegate, of St. Louis, are traveling
salesmen registered at the Palace.
Attorney Jeremiah Leahy, of Roton,
formerly member of the legislature "and when she heard I was from Caand district attorney, is at the Claire. nada she replied, 'Well, I do believe
J. F. Fraser, a traveling auditor of I oust heard of that camp'."
Globe Express Company, and who is
registered from Denver, is at the

SURETY BONDS.

119 San Francisco

3 0,00

Regular 6.00 Ohair at

SI 500

Bed at

One

CO.

WATSON & COMPANY

O

LADIES' ROCKERS

FOLDING BEDS

n

UNITED STATES BANK

THE

CANT SOLVE

F. A. Black, a Denver business man,
is at the Claire.
T. M. DuBois, of Corona, is at
Gregg's hotel.
Mrs. I,. A.. Bellowe, of Boston, is a
tourist at the Palace.
Attorney Volney Howard spent yesterday at Albuquerque.
Mrs. Fred Barker, of Taos, is visiting friends in the city.
A. D. Waldron, a Denver clothing
salesman, is at the Claire.
E. D. Perkins, of El Rito, a well
known mining man is at the Claire.
Charles S. Onderdonk, Jr., of Denver, formerly of Lamy, is a visitor in
this city.
Mrs. Nathan Jaffa, East Palace avenue, will not he at home tomorrow
afternoon.
J. F. Byrd, of Albuqeurque, and who
is a well known lumber dealer, is here
:
on business.
Mrs. Paul A. F. Walter of East Palace avenue, will not be at home tomorrow afternoon.
A.' D.' Brown? President of the Ham i if
Shoe 'C. St. Louis and
K. S. Herbert, of Las Vegas and who
Boston, clerked when he was a boy. Hg saved his money. He bought an represents a packing company, is at
interest in his old employers store. He is now worth over 10 millions. the Palace.
Thousands of men work for him.
F. E. Thompson, a hardware salesMake OUR Bank YOUR BANK.
man from Newark, N. J., is here on
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
business.
G. F. Daiiane, a well known Den&
ver salesman, is calling on business
men here.
David Hurston, a shoe salesman
traveling out of St. Joseph, Mo., is
C- calling on the trade here.

BANK
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NATURE

BloomiNC ouriuBEAury

-

AT THIS SEASON-

5--

3--

Kansas City,

IS

;

Atchison 113
Amalgamated 76
Southern
New York Central 122
Union Pacific 187;
Pacific 1251-2- ;
Steel 85
pfd. 120.
New York, April 5 Lead 450
4671-2- ;
copper 12.2713; silver 52
GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, April 5 No grain market
owing to the election.
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, April 5. 'Wool lower;
territory and western mediums 23 Si
25; fine mediums 1S21; fine lift 25.
LIVESTOCK.
.

New ARRAY.

cent; prime mercantile

343,Aper
paper 41-- (?S5; Mexican dollars

THE TME

To BLOOM OUT'N

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, April' 5. Call Knoney
2

IS

SHOULD NOT YOU
z'

--

OUT- -

ivrv,

WMV

bi-OOtA

WE'VE GOT THE

Blossoms

Buster

BRovN-

-

-

--

Mo., April 5. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
including 100 south-

erns; market, steady. Native steers
$5.308.00; southern cows $3.50(ff
5.50; native cows and heifers $3.50
7.00; stockers and feeders $4.356.75;
bulls $3.756.00; calves $4.25((IS.75;
western steers $5.75 8.00; western
cows $4.006.25.
Receipts, 1,200; market, 5
, Hogs
to 10 cents lower. Bulk of sales $10.35
10.60; heavy $10.6010.G5; packers
and butchers $10.4510.G5; 'light
$10.2010.50; pigs $9.259.75.
Receipts, 7,000; market,
Sheep
lambs
weak. Muttons
$7.508.25;
$8.509.G5; fed western wethers and
fed western
yearlings $7.00(39.00;
ewes $7.507.75.

lbi,

v

,

DEPLORES "MODERNIZING"
OF THE ANCIENT.
Canadian

Girl is Surprised to See
Electric Lights and a Modern

Clock in St. Miguel's.

SICK ROOM NEEDS

are made to perfection from our can be
fully supplied from here, We carry
Lumber) because the wood is a complete
assortment o hot watr bag
perfect in every particular and sprayers, douches, bed pans and other ap-Infree from every imperfection of pliances. We have everthlng for the
from the rubber pillow to make him
knots, cracks and warpings. valid
comfortable toi
is
of
foot
it
thoroughly
Every
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so The medicine that will cure Him
it can be absolutely relied upon If there is anybody sick at yob r house cad
by carpenters and builders, and on us for anything needed In !the way of
archiallisensible, wide-awa- ke
Drugs or Sick Room Helps
tects hereabouts particularly You'll find our service prompt, thorough
mention our 'Lumber "in their and reliable, and our prices very moderate.
specifications.
& Company.

Charles W. Dudrow

STRIPLING-BURROW- S

Where your dollar buys the most.

n Orter to introduce my work I
110
will, for 30 DAYS begininng April 1
X
...
makamy fine $5.00 Cabinet Photos
for $3.00 and my $3.50 Photos for $2.50 per dozen
"DVlW-n- n
.

ticket schemes or cheap premiums to offer.
REMEMBER THIS FFER IS GOOD FOR ONLY 30
No

All work guaranteed,
THE EL
-

.wVK
;r
nease.

PI10I

PAY
and
NIGHT

One price to all.
DAYS.

ESSS

STDDIO

"This is without question the most
interesting city in the country," said
Miss Florence Lamont, piano accompanist of the Antoinette Le Brun opera
company, and who hails from London,
Canada. Miss Lamont is a fine athletic looking girl of the English, type
and has traveled extensively ' over
North America. She took a lar?e number of pictures on her tours and spent
a good portion of yesterday afternoon- snapshooting scenes in and
around Santa Fe.
"What is the most interesting place
in Santa Fe?" she was asked.
"
"Well, I think that San Miguel's
church is in a way the most interesting," she replied. "But I would like
to know why its antiquity is not held
aloof from this age by keeping out
modern clocks and electric lights. I
perceive however, as the chapel is
used daily for services modern improvements are necessary and convenient but it does seem a pity to
nave this modern air about the place."
Miss Lamont had some interesting
experiences in Colorado. At Trinidad
she took a photo of a little girl eight
years of age and who said she had
been working out as a servant for
two years, "I talked to that child
fcr several hours," said Mis Lamont,

A 5NAPY

BLOOM OUT IN,

DIFFERENT

"NIFTY"
TMAN"

AND

13

MORE

"DIT

--

W.

MEAN--

K T0WNSEND

OUR FOUNDATION RE-5TWILL YOU RE.ST YoUR

1--

7

CLARENDON
GARDEN

ON

& CO.
THI--

5HOE

Too.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS, choice

CLARENDON POULTRY Yards

APPLES

NOW.

FRESH LAID EGGS every day
ROASTING CHICKENS'

Pure bred barred Plymouth RocksVand White Wyandottes." Chickens
are yarded in the orchard under'the trees and fed" on clean wholesome food
only, No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
EGGS FOR HATCHING. A few choice cockerels for sale

Qn and After Mareh 1st.
those cladk places and Electrical Cooking
Santa Fe Water

NOTHING

TO BE HAD AT ANY PRICE.

24 Hour Electric Service

W&e tp

AND PUMP5.

OXFoRD--

5TYLE5.

SHOES To

LADIE--

WHAT YOU
BE5T. THI-HAVE BEENWAITING FOR. $2.50 To $4.00.

Chicago, 111., April 5. Cattle Receipts, 3,500; market, weak. Beeves
$5.65(38.00; Texas steers $5.00G.40;
western steers $5.00 6.90; stockers
cows and
and feeders $3.90(36.G0;
heifers $2.807.10; calves $7.509.00.
Receipts, 12,000; market,
Hogs
5 to 10 cents lower.
Light $10.35
mixed $10.5010.80;
heavy
10.70;
$0.Cti10.82
rough $10.5510.65;
good to choice heavy $10.6510.82
pigs $9.51(310.50; bulk of sales $10.60
10.75.
Vfiheep
Kceipts, 12,000; market,
Natives $5.758.60:
10 cents lower.
western $5.408.G0; yearlings $7.75
8.90.; lambs native $8.259.90; western $8.75 9.90.

NEW LINE

tight Company

PAY
and
Specialties.
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SALE OF UNCLAIMED IMPORTS. years next preceding the survey of
Sam the township, viz.:
New York, April 5. Uncle
Cleofes Garcia, and Calletano Garraised the red flag over the appraisers warehouse and hundreds of eager cia, of Rowe, N. M., Vicinte Quintana
bargain hunters of both sexes and and Antonio Roibal, of Pecos, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
all ages and conditions responded to
A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.
the lure of the auctioneer's siren call. against the allowance of said proof,
semi-annuone of who knows of any substantial reason
Cheerfulness and a bright disposition during the months before baby comes, The auction is the
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the
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mother
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govern
remaining
comfort
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to begin. Her happiness and physical
contributes the customs officials, and will con shou'-- not be allowed will be given an
Friend
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the
of
nature
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health
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development
much to the mother's hapuiness and health by the relief and mental comfort it tinue until the 764 lots in the catalog opportunity at the
I Kua;l Down
hi cliVi-- l March 1st 1910
e
(Head Up)
time and plane to
the
affords. It is a liniment composed of penetrating oils and medicines which have been disposed of.
2
20
19
n Miles
STATION
As usual, the offerings are diversi- witnesses of said claimant, and to oflubricate the muscles and tendons of the body, soothe the swollen mammary
and aid in the relief fied and include nearly every article fer evidence in rebuttal of that, sub5 00
7 30
0
Lv 1HS Moines, S. M.. Ar
glands, cause a gradual expansion of the skin and tissues,
f 4 15
f 8 20
16
use of Mother's Friend greatly lessens the pain and mentioned in the Payne tariff law. mitted by claimant.
t'upulin
The
nausea.
of
regular
f 4 05
f 8 30
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for the
were
MANUEL B. OTERO,
f 8 50
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20
danger when baby comes, and assures a quick and naturalourrecovery
Many of the articles to be sold
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free
book,
stores.
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f 3 25
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at
sold
'uniiinKhlim ..
is
whose addresses
Friend
Register.
drug
Mother's
mother.
to
sent
the
persons
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9 35
42
Ar. Clifton House N.M. I.v
bear without the order or knowltaining valuable information for expectant Mothers.
10 00
they
2 30
3 55
0
Lv
Ar 12 00
Raton, Ni M
9 40
7
2 50
4 12
THE BRADFIELD CO.. ATLANTA, GA. edge of the consignee. Such goods are Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure
ArOIi fton House, N M..Lv 11 37
4 12
42
Lv.. Clifton House N" M.Ar 11 37
seldom accepted, and the government any case of kidney and bladder troub
11 20
4 30
43
sPreston
rids itself of these incumbrances by le not beond the reach of medicine.
11 00
4 50
A
Lv
semi-annuLv KoehlerJunction
Ar 1040
LIVE ITEMS FROM
public auctions.
5iq
No medicine can do more. Sold by
10 61
Kot'llll'T
50I)
LIVELY TOWN OF ARTESIA,
A painting addressed to "Alive G. Stripling-Burrom- s
Co.
ttoTo
1,5 50
Colfax. .
Vanderbilt, widow of Cornelius
t
f 9 42
6 08
(Vrrososo
11
9 25
82
6 35
.Lv
Ar.
Olmarrou.
of Oil Lands Passes Ownership derbilt, No. 1, West 57th street, New
Palace.
8 55
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82
Ar
Cimarron
Lv.
.York City," enclosed in a gilt frame.
17 OS
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in
86
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Nash
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Mrs.
Bellowe, Boston, Mass.;
Exchange for Million Dollars
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
'
9
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88
n is
Harlan
is done in oil and dePicts a cblld re'
in Stock.
Charles S. Onderdonk,
Jr., C. H.
7 35
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Ar. ....I'to Park, S.M, Lv
a
cat
and
a
with
a
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clining on
Modes, O. D. Bryan, C. J. Dowe, J. S.
MASONIC.
crouched at the foot of the divan.
dog
G. F. Darlane, Denver; H. G.
Scott,
5.
Three
N.
M., April
Artesia,
Connects with K. . & S. W. Ry, train Xo.121 arriving in Dawson, N, M. Ri.6:15 p.
ine
is fringed with lace,
sofa
The
C.
A.
Carruth,
M.
Antonito; tickets were in the field at the city
at 9:55 a.m.
Calkins, City;
Connects with K. I iSS, W. Hy, train !s"o. 123 leaving Dawson N,
lace is brought out well in the picture
Montezuma Lodge No
SStage for Van Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston N. M.
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Snyder, Pueblo; election
The names of best and the coloring of the canvas is
from DeMoines as follow:
today.
C & S. Passenger t rains arrive anil depart
A. F. & A. M. Reg
Apple-gate- ,
C.
H.
1,
Miss
SOUTHBOUND
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Mary Foree, City;
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communications
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"Louis;
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St.
the
on the tickets, so no matter how
No. 7. 6 49 p. in.
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on the child's face.
first Mondiy of each
Louis; R. S. Herbert, Las Vegas; F. the election goes. Artesia will have gome j.ind
Track connection with A. T. A. S, F. Ry. at Raton and Preston with O. S. Ry. at
The appraised foreign value of the
Des Moines K P, S. W. Ry. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron A Northwestern at
mouth at Masonic hail
E. Thompson, Newark.
officials for the next two years. picture at the date of exportation is
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ucate, Miami, Rayado
good
at 7.30 p. m.
Claire.
and Red Lakes, N. M.
There is trouble in the Democratic stated to be $33 and its domestic or
Ute Park, N'. M. is depot forthe following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora.
.1. Leahy,
H. H. DORMAN,
D. Perkins, El
E.
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Taos,-Re8
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de
Ranchos
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Black
Lakes, Cerro, Kli.abethtown. Lobo, CAuesta,
Kaldy
ranks owing to the failure of the
American value when examined
Rito; J. F. Byrd, Albuquerque; A. I).
River City, Talpa, Taos and Twining,
Acting Master.
vention to endorse the actions of the S?.0. Tt: is understood that a strugl'aily. fFlag, 1 'aily except Sunday
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
Waldron, Denver; Dave Houston, St.
toAmerican painter abroad snip
last council. The Republicans are
E. J. REDMAN,
F. M WILLIAMS,
Joseph, Mo.; F. A. Black, Denver.
J. VAN HOUTEN,
will make a tied the canvas to Mrs. vanciermu
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to
man
and
gether
G.
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
P.
V. P. & G. M.,
Gregg.
Agent,
Superintendent,
with a letter setting forth his needs
A. M.
J. H. Herzstein, Albuquerque; Mr. strong fight to elect their ticket.
R.
Regular conRaton, N. M.
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. f
the work
H. W. Hamilton has resigned as and a request that she accept
and Mrs. Edward A. White and child,
second
vocation
Monday of
to him such a sum as she
Masonic
at
each
month
Valley Ranch; Mrs. Fred Barker and postmaster of Artesia and D. L. New-kir- and remit
to
Mrs. Vanderbilt declined
son, Taos; T. M. DuBois, Corona;
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
has been appointed to fill the va- saw fit.
the
to
imporwith
do
have anything
Charles A. Reynolds, City.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
cancy. For several months, Mr. New-kir- k
contains many
The
Coronado.
has been assured of the appoint- tation. cases catalogue
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
J. M. Hurley and family; Epifanio ment in case Mr. Hamilton resigned. similar
Two of the largest single lots have
Atencio, E. Maestas and Rubel Maes-tas- ,
Santa Fe Commandery No.
Artesia's new ice plant is now com- to do with apple waste for rectifying
Santa Cruz; Miss Ruth Wagner, pleted and in operation.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
snirits or manufacturing vinegar Cincinnati; Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Kennel fourth
Monday in each
22,or
left
126
barrels
and
Professor
family
Stanley
lot
One
comprises
Masonic Hall at
at
month
dy, Los Angeles, Calif.
consists
Profes
other
Colo.
last Friday for Sterling,
789 pounds, while the
7:30 p. m.
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
sor Stanley resigned from the public 0f 157 barrels of 29,143 pounds. The
J. A. MASSIE. E. C.
Any lady reader of this paper will schools here some weeks
ago owing home value of the apple waste is W. E.
Douglas, and all Points in New
"
Recorder.
GRIFFIN,
receive, on request, a clever
to ill health.
stated to be $1,037.
Coffee Strainer Coupon priviMexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
The wall and outside work of the
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
lege, from Dr. Schoop, Racine, Wis.
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
new Harwick hotel are completed and
Good results always follow the use 14th
is silver-plaiteIt
and
very pretty,
degree. Ancient and Accepted
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
uositivelv prevents all ririnnine of tea the inside is being fitted up. It will of Foley's Kidney Pills. They give Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
or soffee. The Doctor sends it, with be readv for occupancy in a short prompt relief in all cases of kidney on the third Monday of each month
1
&
are healing, at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
time.
hie vsaxtr froo lmnl.-- mi "Uaoltfe nrfFa
and bladder disorders,
Two thousand smudge pots were lit strengthening and
Try Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
simply to introduce this clever subCo.
stitute for real coffee. Dr. Shoop's in the Cecil and Porter orchard Wed- them. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corHealth Coffee is gaining its great pop nesday night. Extra precaution is be- dially invited to attend.
Notice For Publication.
JCHN W. MAYES, 32.
u'arity because of: first its exquisite ing taken to save the fruit crop in this
taste and flavor; second, its absolute vicinity..
Venerable Master.
Small Holding Claim No. 1118.
hi
W. H. Morgan has returned from
Serial 012528.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
healthfulness; third, its economy
ll-2125c; fourth, its convenience. Kansas City, where he purchased a
Pecos Forest. Not Coal Land.
Secretary.
jl
For Rates and full information address
No tedious 20 to 30 minutes boiling. new $2500 auto, one of the finest in
Department of the Interior,
"Made in a minute", says Dr. Shoop. the valley.
B. P. O. E.
ij
United States Land Office,
Sanfa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
Try it at your grocer's, for a pleasant
Dr. William Hubbard left Saturday
Santa Fe, N. M., March 5, 1910.
surprise. Frank Andrews.
Notice is hereby given that the fol holds its regular session on the sec
morning for Santa Fe, to attend a
A.
ij
lowins-name- d
of
of
claimant has filed no ond and fourth Wednesday of each
the
territorial
board
meeting
El Paso Texas.
CAMPAIGN FOR OPENING
to make final month. Visiting brothers are invited
intention
his
osteopathy.
of
tice
A. J. FISCHER,
COLUMBIA INTO CANADA
The land upon which the Hammond proof in support of his claim under and. welcome.
Exalted Ruler.
oil well is situated was sold a few sections 16 and 17 of the act of March J. D. SENA,
Deep Waterway of a Thousand Miles days ago for one million
Secretary.
dollars' 3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
Planned for the Great North
worth of the Giant Oil and Gass Com- hv the act of February 21, 1893, (27
western States,
Knights of Pythias.
pany's stock. The tract consists of Stats., 470), and that said proof will
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
l320 acres and aside from the oil pros- - be made before Register and Receiver
1st and 3d
Spokane, Wash., April 5. Prof. W. Ipeet is valuable land. The Giant Oil at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on April Pythias. Regular meeting
8 o'clock in I.
D. Lyman of Walla Walla, Wash., rep- - Company are now putting down a new 21, 1910, viz: Nicario Quintana, heir Tuesdays in month at
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visitresenting the National Rivers and well which is to be 1,500 feet deeper of Jose Quintana, of Rowe, N. M., for
ing Knight's invited to attend.
SE
n
the
and
28,
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Sec.
Harbors Congress, is waging an
the old well. It is .a short
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of
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A new room is being fitted up in N. M. P. M., of
district for the opening
parts
of the Columbia river from Revel-- : the new Hardwick block for the hard-stokHe names the following witnesses
B. C, by way of Kettle Falls, ware department of the Joyce-Pruto prove his actual continuous ad'
of said tract for
Wash., to the Pacific ocean, to provide Company. New furniture and fixtures
a waterway of 1,000 miles. The cost are being put in and when finished it twenty years next preceding the surof the work on the American side is will be one of the best equipped vey of the township, viz:
estimated at between $7,000,000 and stores in the southwest.
Cleofes Garcia, Rowe, N. M.; Calle$8,000,000, to which is added $1,000,000
Rex Wheatiey, the new manager of tano Garcia. Rowe. N. M., Vincente
Rov
to improve Snake river from its mouth the Joyce-Prui- t
department store ar-t- o Quintana, Pecos, N. M., Antonio
Lewiston, Idaho. He believes the rived from Roswell a few days ago bal, Pecos, N. M.
Rates
Summer
OF
work can be done within five years, and will soon take charge of the busi-an- d
Any person who desires to protest
he points to its completion as the ness here. He is a young man but is against the allowance of said proof, or
solution of the freight rate problem deemed equal to the task assigned who knows of any substantial reason
LOS ANGELES
for Spokane and common points in the him.
under the laws and regulations of the
Ol
SAN DIEGO,
Miss Ross, money order clerk in the Interior Department why such proof
northwest, saying also that the open-ing of the rivers to navigation will postoffice, has resigned her position should not be allowed will be given an
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by L. W. Mar-mile- s opportunity at the
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place,
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Register,
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districts in the interior.
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PUBLICATION.
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Surface of Loon Lake in
San Antonio, Texas, April 5. Albe
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will
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and
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Players

AND

Possessing voices of wide range,
fine quality and well developed in all
their registers; attired in dazzling
costumes of exquisite beauty; assisted by superb scenery and fine lighting
effects and accompanied on the piano
by Miss Lamont, a careful musician
whose beautiful face reflected time
and again the beauties of the music
she played, Mme. Antoinette Le Brun
and her company of grand opera art-

the Wheel." Mr. Deane's voice possesses great resonance and is of fine
quality. Best of all he doesn't let it
"run away with him" as did a baritone who sang here a short time ago.

Miss Madeleine Vance, as Nancy,
proved charming especially to those
who admire a contralto voice, and
Fritz X. Huttmann as Lionel, was a
pleasing tenor his immense chest and
fine stage presence being well suited
adists created a furore at the Elks' the- to the part of a man who wins the
ater last night in "Martha" and "H miration and later, the love, of a maid
of honor to the queen.
Trovatcre."
II Trovatore.
Santa Fe has had some sad experiwas
in Verdi's "11 Trovatore"
it
But
singers
ences with
"great"
in the past few montns, but as one that the tenor and contralto, in fact
lover of music said after last night's all of the singers, were heard to the
com- greatest advantage.
the
Moreover
performance: "This grand opera
ami
costume
of
the
soprano,
and
gorgeous
forget."
us
made
forgive
pany has
It was a large, cultured and thor- the dazzling coat of mail of the knight
worn by the
oughly sympathetic and appreciative of the fifteenth century
and
attire of
the
tenor
with
opera,
the
contrasting
audience that attended
in the perthe
his
De
Count
in
Luna,
rival,
giving
who
joined
those
among
encores were Governor and Mrs. Mills. son of Mr. Deane, did much to put the
A good many people had the idea audience in sympathy with the opera
that last night's performance was go and the artists.
dreamed
The clarion notes of the tenor
ing to be a concert and little
all
the audience again and again
its
thrilled
in
grandeur,
that grand opera
save a mighty ciorus and full orches- and the spontaneous applause showed
tra, was to be sung. Imagine then well that his voice and the use he
their surprise and delight when the made of it were thoroughly appreci
and ated.
gay knights of old in high boots
and
Mme. Le Brun figured well in the
sauntered
forth,
immense hats
the beautifully gowned dames of the "tumultuous'' scenes as some one has
time of Queen Anne, made their described them and she proved a fine
courtesies with all the grace of maids actress. Arthur Deane sustained his
reputation as a baritone, his deep
of honor to a queen.
The first part of the performance tones sounding thunderous when he
vented his wrath against the successwas the entire second act of Von
was
ful
Brun
Le
Mme.
rival, the troubadour in the silvery
"Martha."
coat
of mail. But Miss Vance in the
Harriet
who.
is
Lady
really
Martha,
to
the
honor
of
queen,
dungeon scene in the fourth act of
Durham, maid
but disguised as a servant for a pleas- the opera, in which her mind wanders
ant diversion. Mme. Le Brun, with and Manrico tries to comfort her, was
her fine stage presence, her silvery simply great. The "Miserere" of the
soprano voice of surprisingly sympa- prisoners and the aria of Manrico in
thetic quality, and her artistic work the turret "The Death Hour is Xear,"
at once won the heart of every one. were impressive. And after the final
In singing the famous romanza, scene, when Azucena, the gipsy, see
"The Last Rose of Summer," her high ing the dying Manrico, shrieks her re
notes were like the tinkling of a sil- venge and falls dead, the audience
ver bell. That song alone would have realized that Judge McFie in sending
his message here from Raton that the
made the performance a success.
In the second act of Martha the Le Brun Company had a treat in store
music-lover- s
was inquartette selections were delightful, for Santa Fe's
to
deed "a wise judge."
all of the voices being well blended
Repeated Tonight.
provide sweetness as well as richManager Huttmann announced at
ness. Arthur Deane, a baritone of international reputation and who has the theater last night that his comat
sung with Caruso not many months pany will sing the same operas
and
theater
He
the
Elks'
tonight
again
enthusiasm.
aroused
great
ago,
was heard to esnecial advantage in will then go to Albuquerque and later
the spinning quartet "Merrily Turn make a tour of the coast.

E. CLARK GIVES
GOOD ADVICE TO MEN.

and Sound Policy
Well Considered
Should Be Adopted By Railroads
and Their Employes.
3

Address-

Worcester, Mass., April
ing the immense gathering of railroad
men hundreds of them representing
the powerful organization of which he
was once the head, Edgar E. Clark, the
railroad conductor who became a
member of the Interstate Commerce
Commission bespoke a message of
conservatism.
Commissioner Clark told the men
of the brotherhoods what an important public service they perform in operating the railroads of the United
States. The development of those
brotherhoods, he said, had come only
through fraternal unity' and

For Evening Hours WANT
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T
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WANTED Experienced cook at U.
Indian School, Santa Fe.

FOR RENT Furnished room with
106 Johnson St.
bath. Gentleman.

Some of the swcete?t hours of home-lif- e
are
passed under the gentle, kindly light of the evening lamp.
If it be the Rayo Lamp, the light contributes
an added charm makes reading and sewing easy.
There are no aching eyes after reading or sewing under the rays of the Rayo Lamp.
The Rayo Lamp diffuses a steady white light.
It is the least trying of any artificial light. Made
of brass throughout nickel plated improved
central draught burner.
The Rayo is a
d
lamp, but you cannot
get a better lamp at any price.

FOR SALE Drop-hea- d
Singer sewBargain
ing machine, almost new.
$23 cash. Inquire Singer Sewing Machine Co.
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael. Real Estate.
TRADE Two
OR
FOR SAI.K
hoist s: broke to ride or drive; weight,
1050 and 950 pounds. Williams & Ris-

low-price-

Once a Rayo user, always one
"It has come," he said, "by having
ing. "10 San Francisco street.
If Xnt at Yours, Write for
a well considered and sound policy
Every JValer Everywhere.
Descriptive Circular to the Nearest Agency of the
and by adhering to it: by applying to
CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Ex
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
every effort and desire the test 'Is
this right?' by withholding every ef(Incorporated)
perience unnecessary, bell our nranas
to the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
fort and resisting every desire that
for full particulars at once. Globe
would not stand that test.'
"It has come by pursuing a course
Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.
of conservatism which avoided on the
which FOUR THOUSAND DOLLARS
WANTED An energetic salesman
one hand that conservatism,
son to embark in business in conimiiii-ite- s
for
the territory of New Mexico, sell
beyond a certain point means stagna
FROM A SINGLE ACRE.
already supplied with stores to
National counting .uaenines. ian
tion, ami on the other hand that con
ing
handle
the trade.
inducements that will prove a
servation which,
offer
beyond a certain Record Returns From
TVinf ilirjv- rofiicQ firm ,1 ni j
cuntinrr
Crop of Wine-- '
to those
cowardice.
lucrative
means
proposition
point,
to any dealer who lias not the training very
saps in a Northwestern Orchard
can
"make
that
giving
"And the message I wish to bear to
Reply
good."
2,500 Pounds off One Tree.
or ability to succeed,
and who, references
and stating experience, to
you is that the policy that has brought
dothrough ignorance of the cost of
to you so much of material welfare
X., The New Mexican. Santa Fe, X.
".
Spokane. Washington.
April
ing business, sells goods at a loss, M.
and contributed to the relations which Levi (1. Monroe,
secretary of the thus causing annoyance to competibring about such gatherings as this in Washington State Horticultural Assowhich the President of the United ciation, claims a world's record for tion and loss of legitimate profit.
FOR RENT In most delightful part
The foregoing has been adopted by
States and the presidents of the rail- O. (1. France, a fruit grower in the
house witn
of eitv,
the Spokane Wholesale Merchants'
roads on which you are employed Wenatchee
new bath, electric lights,
who
received
cellar;
valley,
Association, effective at once, and it
gladly participate with you, is not to
acre of rich
garden,
for a crop of Winesap apples tak- is
believed it will greatly simplify mat- telephone,
be lightly set aside, nor to be depart- en from a
fruits.
small
in his orchard.
acre
orchard,
young
single
ters and protect dealers in the Spo
ed from except for imperative rea- E. A.
zuu
tor
and
an
orchardist.
at
water,
Orondo, kane
Farris,
yards
city
acequia
country.
sons. In these men is represented an
"0 boxes of 2.300 pounds.
stable for horse and cow, room
hens,
Wash.,
picked
Philip Carbary, secretary of the In for carpenter shop. Address L., New
important part of our nation's life of apples from one tree, selling them
which has no need' to change its in the orchard for $02.50, at which land Empire Retail Grocers' AssociaMexican, or O. C. Watson Co.
methods of conducting its business to rate an acre of his tract would
tion, says the enforcement of the pro
yield
of
the
keep within the four coiners
Mr. France visions of the code will eliminate box
$3,400 worth of fruit.
One Conductor Who Was Cured
law."
won numerous prizes in box contests car peddling, a traffic that is harm
Mr. Wilford Adams is his name, and
on
went
then
Clark
Commissioner
at the second National apple show in ful to wholesalers and communities in he writes about it. "Some time ago
to illustrate in a graphic way how
Spokane last November, also carrying eneral, as it results in throwing shop I was confined to my be.d with chronic
vast is the railroad industry in the off
some of the best trophies at the worn and cheap goods upon the mar rheumatism.
I used two bottles of
United States.
Denver show. As evidence that the ket and demoralizing prices. He beRemedy with good efKidney
Foley's
"The total miles of tracks," he said,
faith in the various dis- lieves it a means of protecting the
have
growers
and
the third bottle put me on
fect,
"of the railroads of the United tricts in
and that they be- trade and the honest customer.
feet and I resumed work as conmy
States is three hundred and twenty-eigh- t lieve suchWashington
a thing as over production
ductor on the Lexington, Ky., Street
thousand. If the capitalization is out of
r
question, it. is announced
There is no cough medicine so
It gave me more relief than
of those roads were laid down in sil- that, between 3,500,0(10 and
4,000.000
as Foley's Honey and Tar. It Railway.
I had ever used, and It.
medicine
ver dollars side by side, so that the
any
apple trees will be planted in various never fails to cure coughs, colds,
claim in case of rheuall
do
will
dollars touched each other, the dol- districts east of the
you
Cascade mounand bronchitis.
Sold by Stripling-- matism."
lars would extend over every mile of tains this season. Of these more than croup
Remedy
Kidney
Foley's
Burrows
Co.
those tracks and there would be 1,000,000 will be set in orchards
cures rheumatism by eliminating the
along
nric acid from the blood. Sold by
enough left over to more than encircle the Columbia river, between the in
AND GOATS
SHEEP
Stripling-Burrowthe globe.
Co.
ternational boundary and the mouth
WILL SHEAR WELL
"If the annual revenue of those of
the Spokane river.
roads were laid down in silver dol
dollars
same
San Antonio, Texas.
lars in the
way, the
April 5.
The Sound Sleep of Good Health
court to enjoin such enforcement
NUMEROUS CHANGES
would extend more than twice around
Sheep and goat raisers in southwest
sound
of
The
restorative
the
power
URGED IN RAILROAD BILL. priority to time in commencing
the world. If all those revenues were
Texas are looking forward to a record
suit to determine which court shall paid in actual cash, the amount of sleep can not be over estimated and clip in wool and mohair. About In
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
mena
is
it
that
ailment
prevents
jurisdiction over the subject money so paid to the railroads for any
000,000 pounds of this commodity a.r
Senator Crowford of South Dakota retain
ace to health. J. L. Southers, Eau
matter.
PAUL A. F.1VALTER
said to be in sight as against 8.000,-00transportation would equal the total
Addressed Hie Colleagues on the
Claire, Wis., says: "For a long time
comcourt
sum
of
a
monev
in
in
circulation
this
of
are
create
to
"If
we
Attorney-at-Lalast year. Quality will be
. Subject Yesterday.
pounds
I have been unable to sleep soundly
exclusive
a
I
not
country.
about
if
the
jurisit
would
little
'
New Mexico
same,
better
merce,
Santa
give
Fe,
Pre5.
of pains across my and
Washington, D. C, April
will commence during
diction over this class of cases except
"If the money paid by these (rail nights, because
shearing
to
amendments
of
a
number
senting
so limit the power of the roads to their employes every year, back and soreness of my kidneys. My the first week of May.
E. C. ABBOTT
the railroad bill Senator Crawford of that it would
Texas today ranks seventh among
to
as
it from interfer- were laid down the same way in sil appetite was very poor and my gencourt
Attorney-at-Laprohibit
addressed
South Dakota, yesterday
eral condition was much run down. I the slates in the production of wool
Practice in the District and Suing with the enforcement of an ex- ver dollars, it would extend twenty
the Senate on that measure.
have been taking Foley's Kidney Pills and first in that of mohair. This year's
state
a
of
statute
once
two
miles
thousand
almost
and
positive
Courts.
press
preme
Prompt and careful
but a short time and now sleep as increase is largely due to the fact attention
He found in the measure many until within reasonable time after around the earth.
to all business.
given
a
urgI
but
as
my
endorsed
and
eat
sound
rock.
enjoy
that a favorable tariff is making the Santa Fe,
promises which he
such statute goes into effect with a
New Mexico
"If the employes of all these roads
meals, and my general condition is industry highly profitable and that
ed numerous changes in others. The specific provision that in case a suit were to march in a
at
the
parade
he
I
can honestly fewer animals have been sold to the
proposed court of commerce,
is commenced in a state court to en- rate of three miles an hour day and greatly improved.
CATRON & CATRON
thought, would find little to do if its force the statute within a specified night, the single file would be eight recommend Foley's Kidnely Pills as I lackers as the result of this.
and Counsel
Attorneys
as
at present time
they have cured me." Sold by
jurisdiction was limn ted
Catron Block
after its enactment, the jurisdic- hundred and fifty miles long and it know
Office:
s
Stripling-BurrowCo.
AN ALL WEEK FESTIVAL.
proposed.
tion of the court of commerce shall would require nearly twelve days for
New Mexice
Santa Fe,
"I think,' however," he said, "that if not obtain, until the suit brought in the procession to pass a given point.
New York, April 5. The French
Tf the number of passengers car CODE OF ETHICS FOR
the bill were so amended as to give the state has been finally disposed of
CHARLES F. EASLEY
AND
WHOLESALERS.
bazaar, which opened in the
JOBBERS
Hospital
ried
one
mile
exclusive
court
jurisdic- by the courts of such state."
the proposed
annually by these roads
Surveyor General)
(Late
Metropolitan opera house today and
where formed in a parade ten abreast,
tion to hear all cases brought into the
Attorney-at-LaMr. Crawford presented an amendDealings With Retailers to Be Re- will continue for a week, has brought
courts of the United States to set ment carrying these suggestions into that parade would require sixty-fou- r
Land and Mining business a spey
duced to Science By National
together more prominent French peoto pass a given point.
made
years
orders
or
annual
suspend
aside,
laity.
effect and another looking to such
were
than
before
ever
ple
got together
Credit Men's Association.
"If the freight cars of these roads
New Mexico
by boards. of railroad commissioners a modification of the commodities
in New York on a public occasion. Santa Fe,
were
on
the
states
ex
ground
would
several
coupled
of the
together they
clause of the Hepburn law as would
include
The
visitors
headed
diplomats,
that they are confiscatory, there would make that provision conform to the tend from Worcester to Portland, Spokane, Wash., April 5. When by Ambasador Jusserrand
RENEHAN & DAVIES
and others
Association
Men's
and
Credit
National
to
then
Los
the
it
to
Ore.,
to
then
business
sufficient
B. Renehan
Angeles,
A.
justify'
be
E. P. Davies
decision of the supreme court, which
holding government positions, artists,
make it a useful branch of the judi- held that it does not prohibit a rail- Jacksonville. Fla., and from Jackson meets in Spokane next July, its dele- scientists, authors, financiers, medicAttorneys-at-Laville back to Worcester and there gates, representing various lines of
Practice in the Supreme and Disciary.
al and business men and a large numroad from transporting interstate comwould be enough left over to put in trade in all parts of the United States,
Courts. Mining and Land Law a
of
cases
or
trict
ber
all
whom
are
of
great importance merce articles mined, produced
more
of
women,
"Many
cross lines between Worcester and
to adopt a code of or less well known on both sides of specialty. Office in Catron Block.
are now brought in the circuit court owned by a bona fide corporation in San Francisco and Jacksonville and will be urged
ethics to govern wholesale houses and the ocean. President and Mrs. Taft Santa Fe
New Mexico
of the United States to enjoin the en- such a railroad is a stockholder.
Ore.
Portland,
in their dealings with retail are patronesses of the festival, the
jobbers
forcement of statutes of states and to
Mr. Crawford declared his hearty
'Tf all those cars were hauled in one stores.
W. B. Sanders of Coeur object of which is to build a
G. W. PRICHARD
annul orders made by state boards or approval of the sections of the bill retraining
train
a
at
uniform
of
Idaho,
moving
d'Alene,
president of the Inland school for nurses and home for the
speed
railroad fnmmissioners. fixing max quiring shippers to supply written
Attorney and Consellor-at-Laten
hour day and night, it Empire Retail Growers' Association, aged. Among the gifts aire several
Practice in all the District Courts
imum rates for interstate traffic. I statements of rates; authorizing the wouldmiles an
be sixty-nin- e
days after the and A. W. Bower, president of the from President Fallieres and the and gives special attention to cases
am informed by the attorney general interstate commerce commission to belocomotive
will French government.
before the caboose Spokane Grocers'
Association,
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
of South Dakota that ever twenty gin proceedings upon its initiative and would comepassed,
in sight."
a code, in effect as follows:
present
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
cases are pending against that state
requiring detailed reports by common
That the wholesale merchants and
The New Mexjcan. printing Comand its officers in the circuit court of carriers.
LETTER LIST.
jobbers exercise the utmost loyalty pany has on hand a large supply of
C. W. G. WARD
the United States to enjoin the ento the retail dealers in selling only to pads and tablets suitable for school
of
List
uncalled
letters
Territorial District Attorney
remaining
forcement of statutes and to annul
Rheumatic poisons are quickly and for in the postofflce at Santa Fe, X. those who are entitled to buy at work, the desk, and also for lawyers For San
Miguel and Mora Counties
orders claimed to be confiscatory in
driven out of the blood with
surely
and merchants: good everywhere. We Las Vegas,
New Mexico
their effect. Numerous actions of a Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic Remedy liq- M., for the week ending April 5, 1910. wholesale.
not
If
per-do
5 cents in book form.
two
not
called
for
That
will
weeks
any
at
them
within
sell
encourage
they
are
I
understand
similar character,
uid or tablet form. Dr. Shoop's bookwill ibe sent to the dead letter
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
pending in the federal court in other let on Rheumatism plainly and inter they
office at Washington:
Attorneys-at-Lastates.
estingly tells just how this is done,
Abbot, J. D. A.
Practice in the District Courts as
and
disgraceful Tell some sufferer of this book, or
"Unseeming
Alvairado, Filadelfo.
well as before the Supreme Court of
scrambles occur in a mad race be- better still, write Dr. Snoop, Racine,
Bruno, Charles.
the territory.
tween the contending parties ' when Wis., for the book and free test sam
Culbertson, R. F. (2)
Las Cruces.
New Mexico
one side attempts to invoke the aid of ples. Send no money. Just join with
Rosario.
the' state courts to enforce the stat- Dr. Shoop and give some sufferer a Crespin, Mrs.
J. O. (5)
Darling,
'
EDWARD C. WADE
ute of the state, while the other at- pleasant surprise. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- Darling,
Mrs. Alma.
Attorney-at-Laa
of
federal
aid
Co.
to
the
invoke
tempts
Dominguez, Miss Beatriz.
m
m
Practices in the Supreme and DisGruenholz, John, (2).
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Gomez, Reyes.
Probate Court and before the TJ. S.
DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
Garcia, Miss Utilia.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Hughes, Mrs. L. E.
Offices.
Miss
Caroline.
Homeze,
Las
Cruces
New Mexico
Keller, Mrs. J.
Miss
Clara.
HEV MEXICO CENTRAL and EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN
King,
WILLIAM McKEAN
King, Bert.
THE
STRENGTHENING TONIC
IS
Attorney-at-LaMiss
Lucero,
Guadalupita.
RETURNING
Leaving Santa Fe 8,4"! a. m.
and Land Law.
Mining
HI
Paso
8.00
10,40
m.
Paso
a.
El
p. n.
Leaving
Arriving
McCleary, Mrs. W. V.
for Feeble Old People, Delicate Children, Weak, Run-dow- n
Taos
Arriving Santa Fe 9.45 p. m.
New Mexico
Montano,- Juan Miguel.
Colds
Counteract
to
Chronic
and
and
Persons,
Coughs,
Close connections at El Paso for Los Angeles, Calif., and
Ortiz, Margarita.
W. A. FLEMING JONES
Schmitz, Thomas.
Bronchitis, is because it combines the two most world-fame- d
points in Southern New Mexico and Arizona on Southern
Bonds and Investments
Miss
Caroline.
Shipley,
tonics the medicinal, strengthening,
g
elements
Pacific and El Paso & Southwestern.
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
Schauer, John.
of Cod Liver Oil and Tonic Iron, without oil or grease,
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Van Houten, Peter (2)
QUICKTIME TO ALL POINTS EAST
tastes
Eastern and local bank references.
and agrees with every one.
Miss Nora.
good,
Vanderford,
IVT
i Will leave Santa Fe 8 45 a.m.
np
- New Mexico
Las
Cruces
Allen.
Wimsatt,
Arrive at Kansas Olty 5,50 p. m. next day
I 1211(1
4 Arrive
We return your money without question if Vinol
l win
at Chicago 8.20 a.m. 2nd day
Wood, Miss Marietta.
does not accomplish all we claim for
R. W. W PITMAN
Yantis, Rev Charles.
E. P. & S. W. and Rock Island trains carry Standard
In calling for these Jetters please
Draftsman
Pullman and Tourist Sleepers, Chair Cam and Coaches
Fe
Burrows & Co.,
state whether "advertised" or not.
Copies furnished of records on file
E. C. BURKE,
in the U. S. Surveyor General's Office.
J.P.LYNG,
. - . - New Mexico
. Postmaster.
Santa Fe,
City Freight & Passenger Agent.
1
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Martinez
the bartender of the Monteuma finally
as
the grand MANY CITY ELECTIONS TODAY.
saloon as the man who demanded finale, hit Juan Herrera over the head
the contents of the cash register, and with tile butt end of a heavy loaded
(Continued From Page One)
(Continued From Page two.) " upon being refused, struck him over billiard cue, breaking it in two places
the head with a beer bottle, were all and sending Herrera to the dream- bring out the full vote. Kansas City
V. tnree indicted by the grand jury at land for the rest of the afternoon. The is about evenly divided between ReShoes M.
Special Sale of
attending physician discovered a frac- publican and Democratic voters, and
Travis announces in an advertisement Albuquerque yesterday.
Leggett Found Guilty Charles Leg-set- t tured skull and after an operation it a defeat for the former would argue,
in this issue a special sale of shoes
was found guilty of criminal as- is believed that Herrera is now as- the politicians say, a dissatisfaction
at his store on the plaze.
in district court at Socorro. sured of recovery.
sault
Martinez is the with the national trend of the G. O. P.
Probate Judge Breaks Two Ribs
Juan Baldonado pleaded guilty to lar- j father of Pooler Martinez, who is now In many quarters the outcome of the
could
Mora
Filomena
Probate Judge
was giv- under bond on a charge of criminal battle of ballots will be considered a
not hold court at Albuquerque yester- ceny from Frank Pierce and
en three months in the county jail. assault. After a hearing today Mar-- vote of confidence or the
of
his
contrary, in
out
a
of
fall
becouse
buggy Pedro Roberto
day
the Taft administration. The Demopleaded guilty to as- tinez was held to the grand jury.
which caused two broken ribs.
sault with intent to kill and was givDeath of Old Timer in Colfax Coun crats carried Kansas City by more
Two Divorce Suits Filed at Albu- en a
to a year and a half in ty After a long illness, Marion P. .than 3,500 votes in the last
year
mayoralty
querque Anne E. Bardet has filed the penitentiary. Teofilo Mata pleadat one time sheriff of Colfax 'election, and the party candidates are
suit for divorce against Louis J. Bar- ed guilty to flourishing a deadly weap- Littrell, and who
in recent years de- working hard to repeat that victory
det alleging drunkenness and deser- on, and was sentenced with Damian county
the
clined
of the territo;-- i today,
wardenship
M.
filed
suit
Jackson
tion. Cora
Romero and B. F. Van Pelt, who also ,ial
this
died
morning at j The election at Kansas City will be
penitentiary
against her husband, Charles Jackson, pleaded guilty, to pay $50 fine each 2 o'clock
of significance to the state at large
at
Raton.
a
She is
abandonment.
alleging
and costs and to serve three months
will indicate to what extent, if
El Paso Man Dies at Carlsbad.
,and
school teacher and there is one child. in jail. Tomas Chavez entered a plea
Theodore B. Lazarus, a two years any, there is dissatisfaction in the
of
Gunshot Wound Indirect Cause
of guilty to the charge of larceny of resident of El
Paso, died Saturday aft- Republican ranks on account of the
Death A coroner's jury at Albuquer- cattle and was given two years in ernoon at Carlsbad.
He was 23 years tariff or state matters.
Republican
que yesterday brought in a verdict me penitentiary.
The body was removed
of
to leaders say the result at Kansas City
age.
of
died
had
'
No Trouble in Socorro, You Bet
that Francisco Vargas
Mountain Park, Otero county, for in- - will prove to the country at large that
at Socorro today terment.
pneumonia caused indirectly by a gun- The Republicans
the sixth district Democratic landshot wound. Vargas was shot in the elected the following ticket: For may- j Fire at Clovis Behind Postofficee
slide was due. to the
Rearm on January S by Policeman Tony or, H. O. Bursum; clerk, H. B. Baca; Fire in the rear of the
build-- , publicans.
They contend Republicans
postoffice
C. A. Baca; council, first
Guavara.
treasurer,
ing at Clovis damaged the building to in the sixth district knew beforehand
,
Marries Again'
Rube Waddell
Henry Dreyfus, four year term; Jthe extent of several hundred dollars. they had no chance to elect Griffith,
George Edward Waddell, pitcher for Misais Baca, two year term; second Swift work of the fire department and that the most they could hope for
the St. Louis Americans and last fall ward, C. T. Brown, four years; third saved the building. The fire originat- was to reduce the majority for Dick'V
for the Socorro, X. M., team, and ward, A. C. Abeytia, four years; fourth ed from burning rubbish.
V - ''
inson.
"
Miss Madge Maguire of Hattiesburg, ward, Pedro Gallegos, four years; for
The unprecedented majority for the
Miss., were married at St. Louis last members of board of education, first WOMAN"S FIRST PLACE
'Democrats,
at Kansas City last fall
a
Es-obtained
t
ward, Damacio Baca, four years;
night. Waddell recently
IN THE HOME. saved the entire
state Democratic
divorce from his first wife, a Boston .van Zimmerty, two years; second
ticket. Jackson county and Kansas
woman.
Marcelino
ward,
Alderete, four years; So Says Miss Vance, in.
Suffrage Lec City is practically the pnly section of
Ticket Elected at Carlsbad Carls- W. E. Martin, two years; third ward,
ture Mme. Le Brun Wants
the state that returned' an increased
.1.
citiE.
four
Griffith,
bad today elected the following
years; fourth ward,
vote for the Democrats.
Operas in English.
Xepomoceno Lopez, four years.
zens' ticket: For mayor, C. H.
R. M.
for councilmen,
Two lectures were delivered this
Voluntary Census in El Paso Bank
M.
and ers and bakers, lawyers and laymen, afternoon at the Elks' theater by two CERTAINLY, TEDDY WAS
Cooke
G.
S.
W.
Jolly,
Thome,
PLEASED.
y
C. R. Brice; for clerk, J. B. Harvey; preachers and professional men of all grand opera singers and a fairly good
for school board, D. G. Graham, J. T. classes, are census enumerators this sized audience of ladies of Santa Fe
(Continued from Page One.)
Rieves and R. D. Harkey, and for city week at El Paso, Texas. The "count attended both lectures. The speakers
Gordon.
were
Miss
Carl
Madeleine
us all" campaign is on. It started yesVance, colonel of the
marshal, J.
Rough Riders, who be-- i
Girl Frightened to Death H. W. terday morning and by tonight it is whose subject was "The Women of came so
in the war against
popular
All
Xations
reInfluences
Their
and
Upon
Russell's twelve year old daughter of expected to have a number of the
demonstrates
that Cardinal
Spain
Solmonville, Ariz., was seized by a turns from the 'districts which have the World," and Mme. Antoinette Le Merry Del Val's permanence in the
whose
was
theme
"Why Operas
with being been assigned to the volunteer enum- Brun,
youth and threatened
Should Be Sung in English in Ameri-- ' Borgia apartment will not augment
thrown into the ditch. On being re- erators. Alderman Clayton has al- ca."
the cordiality between the Vatican
and
the United States.
leased, she ran home, very much ready taken the block in which he
E. P. Davies introduced
frightened. She grew so much worse lives and is working on the block in theAttorney
The
Republican
paper, Ragione,
speakers in a short but gracefully
that a physician was summoned. The which his office is located. The other
says that what occurred shows the
address.
phrased
includfright gave her such a nervous shock members of the city council,
Miss Vance who is an ardent ad- narrowness of mind of the papal secthat it so seriously affected the heart ing W. F. Robinson, mayor pro tem, vocate of the
giving the ballot to retary of state, while Mr. Roosevelt
will be among the first to report on
and death was the result.
woman
admitted
that woman's first admirably maintained a decorous digtheir districts. The business men
Probate
Horsewhipped
Judge
in
is
the
place
home, but she showed nity.
"The rudeness of Vatican diplomProbate Judge J. T. Evans of Ros-wel- l, have been notified by mail that they tnat woman has also a duty to society
last night on the street was at- had been, appointed as enumerators and she maintained that at the polls acy," says the paper, "will augment
tacked and' beaten by Mrs. F. P. Fish- in their districts, and the majority are she could do much for that society. his popularity among the American
er, who used a buggy whip and was responding to the call for a complete Her addresses was listened to with people."
assisted by her husband. The Fish- census for El Paso.
rapt attention and although she posers claim Judge Evans insulted Mrs.
An Interesting Time at Questa
sesses a contralto voice of wide range ELECTION DAY A QUIET ONE.
Fisher. He denies the charge and has Says a dispatch to the Albuquerque and power she spoke in a low voice
sworn out territorial warrants, alleg- Morning Journal: "Yesterday was a and
impassionately.
(Continued from Page One.)
ing asault with a deadly weapon. The hilarious old day far the town of
Mme. Le Brun's address was also
affair has created a sensation here. Questa, Taos county,
the hilarity interesting. She declared that Ger- hack of carriages drawn by two
Three Indictments By Grand Jury
emanating chiefly from the saloon of many, France and Italy require their horses.
Frank Hall, accused of throwing a Francisco Martinez. There are un- grand operas in the language of the
At 3:20 o'clock this afternoon the
sugar bowl at a woman and putting confirmed rumors about the ingredi (country and said that it is high time following report was received showout her eyes; John Turner, charged ents of the Martinez ibrand of whisky for America to insist on having them ing that 822 votes were cast of an eswith assault with intent to murder, but it certainly, in any case, had its sung in English.
timated 1,400 votes in the city:
because he took a shot at a friend; effect. Five fights occurred among
At the conclusion of the addresses j Ward No. 1, 214; Ward' No. 2, 262;
and John Ragles, positively identified the imbibers during the afternoon and there was prolonged applause.
Ward No. 3, 194 and Ward No. 4, 152.
by
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GROCERY AND BAKERY

Red, White and Yellow

TUESDAY, APRIL 5, 1910.
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full assortment of Garden
and Flower Seeds.
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F. ANDREWS
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SPECIAL SALE

I

Those
our sale will be In SHOES.
who can take advantage of our SHOE SALE tomorrow will surely save
so me money by doing so. RE MEMBER this will be your'only show for such a
bargain until we hold another SHOE SALE. Our next special sale will be
on some other line. We do this to get you into our house, and make your
ac quaintance and hope to gain part of your patronage,
SALES.

Tomorrow

M. W. TRAVIS.
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HACK SERVICE

satisfaction assukeii
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PICK,
Take a pick while the picking's
good! There's no time of the Spring
season when the picking from our
Ladies' Tailored Suits, Pongee silk,
Himalaya and Dubar cloth and
furnishings will be better than it is
at this writing.
Everything is fairly blooming with
the Spirit of Spring and the picking's
so good just now!

All

j

'

C
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Our Outfittins:
Is Smart, New and
Different

Fto High

FKiOES
to Pay

PICK
Ladies' Linen Suits, Linen Skirts,
King Tailored Shirt Waists, Linen
Coats, Dimitys, Percales, Ginghams

and Chambrays.
New Spring line of long Kimonas
in cotton or silk, also a full sample

line of one piece wash dresses.
colors.

A Splendid Assortment of Ladies'
Lingerie, Hosiery, Neckwear etc.

These And Many Other Attractions Await Your Call

NATHAN

AH

ALMON

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.
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